More Clarity in the Dashboard.
With Key Figure History and
Action Integration.

Centralized Dashboard with Relevant
Key Figures
Key figures are essential control tools for your company. They enable clear assessment of performance and focus attention on uncovering risks and opportunities. On top of that, they proffer aid
for clearly specifying measurable targets and attaining the company’s goals. With the Quality Cockpit, you always have the most
important key figures clearly available on your screen.
With the new update, quality-relevant key figures from the Quality Cockpit are integrated into the centralized dashboard in
BabtecQ R7 and displayed as a convenient overview. The advan-
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tage in comparison with the Quality Cockpit is, among other elements, that QC key figures can be combined with other tile types
here, such as statistics.
For an even better overview, you can work with individually configurable dashboards. And you get to choose whether you use the
dashboard as a central information channel for all parties involved
or as an overview for your to-do tasks, giving you a central point
where you can immediately see which action is urgently needed.

In addition to list views and analysis tiles, key figures from the Quality Cockpit module are now also
available for displaying on the dashboard.
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Keep an Eye on How Your
Key Figures Are Developing
To be able to predict risks and opportunities, including in the long
term, you need to keep an eye on how your relevant key figures
are progressing. Even large quantities of data will pose no difficulties in the future: In BabtecQ 7.2 you can save the current actual
value of a key figure at a set interval and display its history. The
software generates a curve for relevant key figures which shows
whether a key figure has deteriorated or improved within a specific time period.

With the help of these key figure histories, you can monitor your
processes and see whether they are running stable. In addition,
you can see where action is needed at a glance.

The key figure history gives you a much-needed overview of your processes within your company.
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In the detail area, you can see the past progress of the key figure in addition to its current evaluation.
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Jump in Straight Away When
Action Is Required
If a key figure history shows a need for action, e.g. if a key figure
has worsened, appropriate actions can be implemented directly
within the dashboard. These actions are then tracked and processed, thanks to integration into the central Action Management
module. Information on the progress of implemented actions is
always available on the dashboard.

The combination of the key figure history and action integration
supports you in building up an active risk management. You can
monitor your processes using key figures and implement appropriate actions to combat any emerging risks quickly if needed.
All important information is available in a central location within
the software as this has been integrated into the R7 dashboard.

You can see whether an action was effective and whether the key
figure has improved again using the key figure history.

Implement actions that will steer key figures in need of improvement down the right track with just a few clicks.
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You can see whether your actions have had the desired impact by looking at the key figure history.
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